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secretary
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disclosed by the analysis of meats
faced the world in
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struggled with poverty and' worked
brought from meat stands on the city
at manual labor for aci years, saving
market.
Chicago, June i6.—After July 31,
Details were given in each case, the
Yesterday Jame E. Wilhelm, as enough money to pay his ca-editors.
statements setting out the article 1906, no more new saloons can be proxy of the grand 'master of Ken- "I am dying happy," said Zaring
APPEA
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RED YESTER- analyzed, the manufacturer, the dealer started in Chicago until the popula- tucky, 'accompanied) by Major J. H. jest before his death. "When friends
snd the chemical that the meat was tion of the city is almost double that Aishoraft of this ciety, wale to La and fortune deserted me I
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SHOTS THAT ENDED
taken for the purpose of prosecuting cil last night passed the Harkin or- Illinois Central and instituted a new "debts." Then he told where the
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were dinance limiting the issuance of Mksonic lodge at that point under money was concealed.
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found to have been treated with saloon licenses to those in force on the name of La Center Lodge U. D.
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the issuance of any new ones until
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dered Stanford White, the famous
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RYAN, OF CIRCUIT COURT,
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architect, last night, on the roof of
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master Mason degrees )11 t WO can
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der discussion for several months and
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house. of Travis when the latter
back,
and
as the
t ions from lodges at Kevil, Bandana,
ity of the saloon keepers, while the
victim whirled around in' his agony
rushed in between the two and
Lovelacev
ille
another bullet sped into his stomach,
taught rhe bullet intended fet the Such a Debt Is No More Binding brewers and the Antisaloon league and Wickliffe will be present.
Breaking of Harness Let the Wagon and White dropped
forces opposed it.
third party. T he ball stetick" in the
Than `a Gambling Obligation,
lifeless by a table
M'asons present at Cie gathThe
The ordinance provides that any
where he had been laughing and
head, instantly killing Teaels.
Run Upon the Horse, Which
ering yosterday expressed a desire to
He Declares.
license which is not kept in continufingering a glass in company wit4
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set degrees confleered try Plain City
Dashed Into Fence.
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pire and no new one can be issued
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Thaw
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St. Doti,, June 26.—In the circuit in its place until the eoo populati
little Walter Timons of ja.
loin" police station. He will not
on will be gratified at the beginning of
The court Monday
Judge Ryan decided in ratio is reached. This is also the
Yesterday
afternoon
about .1 talk. lie gave his name as Joan
two men *ere over at Brookport.
case ceollier weather, and it is expected
favor of a purchaser who contended with licenses revoked
by the mayor to 'make the occasion quite a Masonic o'clock Mr. Lowell Rickma n was Smith, hudent, of 18 Lafayette street,
11L. opposite here, and gave the Timthat he does not have its pay tor for failure to comply
thrown from a groeery wagon in Me- Washingt
mons lad
with the law. event in that section.
to bring them over here goods
on. He was immediately
which he voluntarily bought
chanicsburg, and his. tight leg broken recoghit
A holder of a saloon license has
in his skiff. After getting to this
ed,
and cards in his pockets
from a concern which he alleges is the right at
just above the ankle. The fracture
the expiration of the TAKES CHARGE
side of the river, they robbed the lad
bore the Word::
a member of a so-called trupt.
is a serious one, and he is now at
year to transfer his 'right to take
of the money they had just given
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CAFE Riverside hospital being treated .n "HARRY KEMBLE THAW."
The Cahill-Swift Manufacturing cut a new license
to any other party,
him
company had brought suit for $240.83 thus
There are two versions of t
a private ward.
giving the liquor permit a Mr. James O'Mara Comes
There is only one other case on the against
From
Joseph E. Walsh., a plumber, large
The young irsa,n drive* the wagon dramatic shooting.pue is that Thai
asset of each saloon stand.
docket for this special term, it being
Evansville to Locate Here.
on the allegation that Walsh had Alderma
for his brother, of the Rickman and saw the architeet with Mrs. Thaln Harkin and others declare
that charging Jim Porter with cutbought gOode to the value of the it will
Seh inte essearbliehment on Bridge and approaching the couple, said: •
prove a most effective agency
.ting Sam Bogins and assaulting Berry judgment asked, and
Mr. and Mrs. James
Of Mara rtreet in Mechanicsburg.
had refused to for the
'You've stolen my wife, you —
He was
improvement of the moral arrived Sunday from Evansville to out
Smith. As a compromise is on in pay for them. Walsh acknowledged
The other version is that the
yeeterday afternoon making
tone of all saloons, as the owner will make their home
this dope, the judge adjourned court that thie was true, and stated
in this city. Mr. 44,40 segiveries to customer
he had pnotect
ciety
man entered with his wife '
s,
and
his license by obeying the O'Mara is one of the best known
yesterday over unel tomorrow, when installed the- goods in a flat.
His
waited
while
Asheraft
on
for White to approach,,
avenue,
across
the
law,
first
because
he disposes of it, and dismiss;ng the c°onset Seemed the company a
he can not secure cafe men of the country and comes
bridge, the harnels broke while go- ing
g.a word.
a new permit if the one he holds is here to tefi airge
jurors, bring the term to a close.
I "trust" and argued that the defendof The Palmer ing down a little hill and the wagon
There
wadch
emendou
s e cuterevoked
and
secondly because of its buffet for the new management.
Sheriff John Ogilvie will leave the am did not have to pay for goods
He nan upon the spirited horse. This ment that the rad story of th
one
hat of this week or first of next for txxight from a trust any more than commercial value.
has many friends in this city„ who frightened the beast,
which corn_ moment of revels may :le
be
Eddyville with the prisoners con- he would have to pay a gambling
welcome him here to reside perman- narked plunging and rearing, at- known.
ercted and given prison terms during debt.
WalshIs defense was based BANK CLERK SHORT S5o,00o. ently. he having made many warm tempting to rim sway. In dashing
Police reserves and an an bulance
this session.
associate
tes while spending
.sottely lon his anti-trust argument
several around, the animal dashed into the were called, aod- , time str
s were
Poynette
,
Wis.,
Man
Used Money in months here last winter.
and the comers decision was in his
fence and threw Rickman from the cleared, while under a table in the
favor.
seat, and he fell, bneaking the bone. roof garden was tiag,,body of White,
Large Investments.
Park Sunday Warrant
gimlet to New Place.
The injury will lay him Up for covered with a sheet, an( with policeFlorist Brunson is now moving several weeks at the institution.
Just ice Charles Emery yesterday
KENTUCKY
CUT
RATES.
Poynette ,Wis., June 26.—Dismen surrounding it, awailing the verdid not get to try the warrant chargcrepancies amounting to at least irorn his old store at 423 Broadway,
dict of the surgeon who was racing
ing Manager William Malone of the State Commission Order Will Save $30,000 are said to have been
Broadway, which latter place
SHOOTING EVENTS.
to the garden..
revealed
park with running different attrae-1
Skippers SLSoo.coo a Year.
by the arrest of Fred C. Price, until aas formerly occupied by Plumber
The murder was one of the most
lions last Sunday in violation of the
Frankfort, Ky.. June a6.—The state recently a clerk in the bank of Poy- Jack Coulson. It will take the florist The Gun Club Will Give Many dramatic in the history of the city.
Sabbath
dosing
Events At the Park Wednesday.
law.
Deputy.tsilway commission last week issued nette, on a charge of embezzlement. until the last of this week to get in"Mlle. Champagne," managed by
stalled in his new place. In the rear
Sheriff T. J. Moore, who took out;an order for a general reduction of Most of the shortage is said to
Lionel Lawrence, was being? prehave yard
of
the new location Mr. Brunthe warrant, did not appear to prose- freight rates in Kentucky
One week from today is the Fourth sented. The first act haft.'
that will been adjusted by Price and his relaswung
son will immediately erect a glass of July, and on that date the
ute the case, as neither did County effect a saving
Paducah along with its blare of Wass and its
of St800,000 a year tives.
Attorney AAben Barkley, who con- to shippers. The
Gun club will give a big target tour- tinsel, and the hundreds
Price is said to have invested $ao,- covered greenhouse.
cut in the case of
upon hunducts the prosecution in name of the the Louisville & Nashville is
nament over their traps in Wallace dreds who sat beneath
25 per 000 in a farm in Minnesota and to
the
bright
Magazine Publisher.
commonwealth. The accessed did not cent. The Illinois Central is also have had a $to,000 interest in a hardpark. A large number of bird events lights or peered through
the
potted
Mr.
E.
E.
ahqw up either, and the Justice an- singled out for censure
Sutherla
nd, formerly of are now being arranged by the sports- palms and ferns
and is for- ware store in Poynette. He owned a the
were happy.
Sutherland Medicine company men, who will be out
bidden to charge more than the rate residence here worth about $5,000,
enmasse, as
here,
has
embarke
d in the magazine this is virtually the first big shoot
(Continued on Page Three.)
fosed for the Louisville and Nashville. which was handsomely furnished. Re
Plea of Insanity.
had also paid off a mortgage of $3,000 business in Chicago, now being pub- they have held this summer.
thlt.rirar
lisher
of
"Though
t and Astion," deon his father's farm, which was
Me Max L. Chaudet of Spring
worth jto,000, and has loaned large voted to health and social conditions.
field, Mo., is at The Palmer.
amounts of money in his own name.
Leave to Take Up the
Prosecution of Trusts.
WILL SUE FOR FULL LOSS
Chicago, June 26.—District Attorney C. B. Morrison and Attorney
LICENSE COMMITTEE HOLDS SESSION
TOMORROW EVE- Policy Holders in San Francisco to Frank B. Ketlog of
St. Petri left
NING FOR THIS PURPOSE IN ORDER TO DECIDE WHAT
Chicago for Washington early in
Fight Traders' Company.
SALOONS Sfiti.LL NOT RE L ICENSED TO CONTINUE
tie. evening. The two men are to
RUNI'
NING,
Chicago. Jkine 26.—Preparation ;s be appointed special
•
counsel" to
being made to conduct one of the handle. the government investigation
Louisville, Ky., June 26.—It was law modified so that everything can
...etrer—lereeet'
wiffeet legal Nodes in the history and prosecution of trust, and grantreported
in Louisville today that remelt% open on Sundays -*except StChairman Samuel Hubbard of thei, Chairman
of American insurance companies to mg of rebates by railroads. They
Hubbard
licerese committee for the council key that if tonsorro,w stated ye-arter- force the
Groverno
Beckham mould call an loons.
r
will
confer with Attorney General
Trader's' Insurance. comaiitht is not
On account of a ' death in his
and aldermen, yesteetley .announced
,
extra session of the Legislature to
enough time to hear all the Coen- pany of Chicago to pay its .San Mlorxiy at Washington.
family Magistrate fioffnitan did not
that tomorrow, Th
•
ev
at
They
Franciroo liabilities in full. Attorney
will return to Chicago as the revise the Sabbath observance law as
_that
7:30
rm of 1uapp, aydehrsed in Section 1321, !An
Of- store proprietors and ()there who sofa
lime for Inkling th4r6onnuittear. affect- would meet again Friday evening
to pie & Campbell, wthich has been re- probably in the federal building. bids any One performing his week- merchandise on Sundsty, but
ing in the general .aseteraiilyie+espher Wind up
his conthe business, as they have to tained to represent the interests of While in Washington it is likely that day avocation on Sunday. County stable was
gatherin
informat
g
ion and
for the purpose of 'faking 'up' the onnplet e
their investigation this the wesee•rn claimtants in Chicago Attorney Morrison will resign as Attorney Bingham spent Sunday in evidence
against Sabbath violators
qUeetion of renewing saloon licenses week
because the licenses all expire said yesterday that no legal stone district attorney.
F-tankfort with the goveror, but he
for the coning six months
., commenc- next Satitrekty Tight, and the
Attorney Kellog came to Chicago declined to tell what passed between and will file complaints later in the
renew- would be left flattened in the effort
week.
ing Jtily 1st. Ile Raid a&a*31.4loit
yesterday morning from St. Paul on them
als 'have to be given by the council to secure adjustment of the claims.
The Retail Druggiats' Association
tittle they would be ready asa receive the
The plan now under contemplation instructiorA from Attorney General
following Monday • evening and
It is understood the county at- will hold a meeting tcenorrow to deall parties who protest sigainst any by the
aldermen the Thursday night bas in view a simultaneous assault .Moody that 'he meet Mir. Mlorrison torney informed the governor that cide upon -plan
of action in regard
a
saloon license being renewed. The Of
next week that is if. ;big )icenses upon the receiver and directors of In Chicago and go immediately to Magistrate Hoffman was doing damSunday
closing, Only two
future
to
petiti('n.' for and 'against grog-shops IiN
the defunct concern.
Waibigton to receive appointment age to the movement to close the
alit to be takeh away.
of the 'leading druggists sold anywill 'he heard, and where any grogand instructions.
it ho lielderstood that a number of
saloons on Sunday by issuing war- thing but medicines ow
Sunday.
shop has proven objectionable, they license
ire to be taken away, all be- LONDON TO GET PLEAT LAW.
rants against druggists and others, Quite a number of them are in favor
wilt 'Wear what complaints surround- cause fof
Board of Works.
the character of place the saand that the law was being made of Sunday closing and are urging
clentis. have to make, and take enolidsts have been
Committee
This afternoon the board of pub- odious in the eyes of some who were
Recommends
running
Drastic
in
the
the observance of the Sabbath obin Ate premises in the form Poet.
lic works holds its regular weekly annoyed because they could not purservance
law, but insist that all must
Food
of petition's, etc. After receiving evInspecti
on Regulations.
The committee desires to notify
meeting at the city hall, at which chase meat, fruits or cigars on Sunclose.
erybody and heirieg
everybody who/objects to any saloon
time the public improvement com- day. It is said the county attorney
There was activity today on the
ri
)
Lorrdon, June 26.—The London
against and petitions. foe
to be present with their protesting
mittee of the council and aldermen informed the governor that there was ipa.rti of the rpollice elkpartment to
the committee will then &Cid
"ncire benith committee meet with the board
at Oetitionte tomorrow evening, because county
to decide what no law wheroby the magistrates of file information against saloon keeprev-Annie ei that the 'council seek
licenses "will be 'rev°
d for a all this is to he done before
character of bridge they want to go Lotisvil9e could be prevented mom
the
full
parlimenta
six months' eenewal, 4 fiftieth oriels boatel meetings', as
ers who violated the law by selling'
teowers Ito enable it to, across Island
it wili talc* ap too
creek 'at Fourth street. enforcing the Sunday oboe ;mice
establish
Asti bet. jetted andt
liquor on Sunday with a vi tw of havinspection stations
ropietors much time foe .-ithis regular
staterte if they desired to I
wbole
un- ing their Ii ensues revoked.
Four
liter houses in D
Lion'1,14Theifelwin to close their place* of hoard meeting to hear all the com- and ptsblic al
_polkas:nen Mike Dugan and derstood here that titer gov
r
in- saloon keepers Wept open their side
don
and)
to pro de for the inspection) 'Courtne
lit
plaint*, etc.
y. Long are taiaing their va- timiarted that he would call
extra doors in defiance of the mayor and
of all food ent
London.
ieCame
%lions this week.
session of the legislature to
the Liquor Dealers' Association,
h.
ever
known
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tion—Townsend Boy.
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and staple patterns, value toe
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•
at per yard
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Cloth.
Galatea
is serving
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several sacks
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Childrens' Dresses in light
his foot •having to be amputated on of flour. He filially overhaule
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and dark stripes at
15e
account of it being mangled by a boy, who was caught in the
street ear 'when he was knocked from Central railroad yards.
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because
and
jail
3c value,
/
the
last
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around
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morning
ty"
In
Jackson streets one
tenkler roars it
and
size
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driver,
his
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this
for
prices
the
Gordon,
Sam
week.
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eta eonfinerl at- his home- near Sec- -was not thought'be had.
Davis, Who is
ond and Kentucky avenue. He is to run a-way. Henry
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in the U.
black and blue all over, as 'the result being held awaiting trial
of countercharge
the
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when
lot of ladies' Wash Suits in white
seat
A
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his
S.
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knock,k11
being
of
day
a
hill
$10
a
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and
feiting,
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telling
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since,
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two
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vehicle
former
prices.
the
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Silk
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few
wanted the
he would have to kill the mule in- can, Churobee decided he
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price
so
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jured worst in the accident as the to spot, and also
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started for the I. C. yard with the
animal was cut up and badly hurt.
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in
bask
come
not
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25e
at
he
When
Resting Well.
of time Deputy Howlength
sonable
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Children's Dresses, in
Contractor George Katterjohn was ell surmised he was trying to get
checks, sizes 8 and to
resting well yesterd.ay in his private away, and realizing the trains would
years, at
500
ward at Riverside hiospitat, but his be sought by the lad, the deputy
condition is quite serious, as the re- went to the I. C. yard near the Union
Embroidered Waist Patterns.
sult of the operation for appendicitis. depot. MI the trains stop at the
Howell
Lawn, striking designs and fine
Fine
Mr.
chute to get coal and
would
ry at
boy
Embroide
the
believing
there
started
try to board a car at that point.
ENGINE MOVED
True to his surmise, the deputy
espied Ohurcher who, about the same
Handkerchiefs.
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scare
TO
to
linen Handkerchiefs,
TAKEN
pure
times
Ladies'
Howell shot several
through
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embrpidered, a 20C
hand
tatter
corners
the
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STAthe boy,
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one
quality
the woods liloe a deer, and with
TIONHOUSE.
bound 'width insidle the open
door of a passing freight train coining
't
into they city.. The deputy caught
Hosiery.
It Will Be the Middle of Next Month also, crirnering Churcher kept him
in
down
got
train
Cotton Hose and
the
White
until
Infants'
aboard
Before the Engineer Is Chosen
Socks, a isc value at
the yards. when the deputy put the
by the Commission.
youth in jail.
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"UND[RWOOD'
TYPEWRIIIR
.
"Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's;
Time which is your time.

$1 50.

at
2 for 25c.

241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LOUISVILLE, KY.
i•Ent

The fee engine has been moved
from the Central fire department
house on North Fourth street to the
branch at Fourth and Elizabeth
streets where it will be used hereafter
in case of•fires through the surrounding factory district. It is now installed in the addition to the South
ourth street building erectes! for the
pose, as these was not sufficient
m in the old building
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Scientifically, Constructed and
....of the Highes t Excellence.... _

It Appeals to the Artistic • and Cultured Class and
Is a "Leader'for the dealer. -

Chicago, June 26.—F. E. Batttars.
passenger agent of the
general
Southern Pacific Company's steamship lines, with headqnsirters in New
Orleans, is in Chicago to attend the
anssconti Denta passenger meetin a.
Speaking of conditions in the southren metropolis, he said:
"We have no fear of another yellow fever epidemic. Tkie case taken
from a boat at the qinirantine Sunday
proves that if there is fever in New
Orleans it must come from the outside. The fact there has been no
M. NANCE.
fever there so far proves there are OUT NANCE,
Embalmer.
Manager.
no infected mosquitos left from last
season. The new government queral ine of five days will be a good
itli rig for thee smith. To this five
limit the -state of Louisiana has
d one day. makig it six days for
, •
.; g.„,
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
es ybodiy except immunee This six
for Sick and Injured Only.
%elk
da 0ns-watt/re causes us to ,nialre slow
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with out (boats between Havan•• ,
nd New Orleans, bemuse it is OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
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3
time
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D. It BALDWIN & CO.

W. 11 MILLER,Agent.
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$8.80 per pair.
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Pais. foofirst
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NO 11110fiE TROUBLE FRON PUNCTURES.
Result of t5 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS.CAC.
Ilfraels• ellie tkkok rabbet/
11 US. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
"A"and punsenre e=e
end "111," Woo Man
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
so
be vulc.anized like any other tire.
SW* will
Tw• Hundred Thome/ pairs 4.11 is actual ass. Over
alamb0-1101fr_v _
KART =DUO&
twenty-five Thousand pairs old,hist year.
11
. Rade in all Am. it is lively mad easy riding, very &amble end lined Man*
and
which closes up anal
porous
tirrtilvia ty of ruhiter. which never becomes
weirrspirc
cum
without allowing thc sir to escape. We have hundreds tit letters from satadiedweigh
nosem
They
that their tires have on!y been pumped Impose* or twice in a whole season.
of ibis,
layers
arms'
by
gives
being
qualities
ustism
an crictioury tire, the pancturerm
riding tea
prepared fabric on the tread. That "ffMding Deck"itensation comamonly felt whenall
sir t
' Basket Weave" treed which prevents
et soft roads is overcome by the patent
The regular price or
smieened out between the tire and the road thos overcoming all suctiou.
f
to the
tires is iiii 50 per pair, but for advertising purposes we are making•veckl
Ucaon•
aciapaaZtri
letter Is received. We sb
of only scso per pair. All orders shipped same day
twl.
them stricity as
Too do not pay a cent until you have examined and found
per pair) If you
We will allow•earth disowant of 5 per oast(thereby snaking(be price 114.1 also
seed one a
will
you. CASH WITH °atter: and enclose this advertisement. We
(them
plated braes hand pump SSW ...o Sampson sew pueetert closers on full paid orders
gashes). Tires to be returated
puncture closers to he used in case of intentional knife cuts or heavy
n.
satisfactory on examinatio
at OUR expense if lot any reason they are not is
as sate., in • bank. Ask your Postmaster,
We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us this
paper about us. If you order • pair ei
or Freight Agent or the Rditor of
beaker.
run faster. SSIMIlr better, last longer and loot(
easier.
tires, you will fissi that they will ride
you wilt be so well p;easçd
a,than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that
when you want a bicycle von will give us your order. We want you to send us•small trio
offer.
tire
remarkable
this
at once; hence
parts sd
n the bicycle line are sold by millet hi:774"k at
IMPASMINBRAKES,eveliri,tirtMgkria
SUNDRY catalue.
%prices charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big Do
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tteVY IN?"
but
c.
olirnow
you
air of driest froyna anyone
ct!a"pa
WAIT biyci.ltosly
11113 offers we
it
costs• postal to Warn everything. Write NO;Y. i
are making.
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Says No Fear Exists in That City
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L. B. Ogilvie ON Co.

New York, June 26.—Summer is a
very wicked time indeed, Rev. Dr.
Madison C. Peters says. He preached
on "Summer Sins," gambling being
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
one, at the church of the Epiphany.
"I dare not trust 'myself to deverything is ready for use of the
e at deny that he is a gourmard, and to
scribe the things which may be seen a steamer than as the quarantin
ne except the purchase of the
i.
explain that he subsists on plain,
Mkssissipp
in our summer hotels where wealth the mouth of the
es and election of the engineer.
Orleans
New
wholesome food.
left
I
the
before
said
"Just
smiles,"
abounds and beauty
ommissioners are now looking
A story was printed here this mornwhich will I asked Nil:is-or Belsrman weiat report
harvest
"The
preacher.
cvii• animals brought them daily by
them,"
'Tell
north.
to the effect that he ate enough
ing
take
should
I
drinking
gathered from summer
but as, yet none have come be
dealt
have every reason for three men for breakfast, had a
we
'that
said
he
hearts,
broken
homes,
ruined
‘vill be
up to he high standard maintained
there will be no yellow six-course luncheon, and a ten destroyed hopes, crushed affections, to believe
of hor s in the service.
Orlean, this summer. course dinner. But the president is a
New
in
fever
lives,
d
dishonore
reputations blasted,
are excellent. Tie plain and simple cater. For breakfast
s
condition
The
e commissioners are
The
tormented souls, cheerless graves and
$100,000 in cleaning he usually takes hard boiled eggs,
g
Impendin
is
city
feint
ns
applicatio
make
receive
to
could
lung
an undone eternity. If I
municipality, and, rolls and coffee.
the
of
inch
evOry
rties wanting to be elected you see the harvest which will come
different
s, according
condition
sanitary
while
The
For lurch he confines himself to
t.
departmen
would
the
engineer f
from the summer sowing it
not breed bread and milk. Sometimes. if Mrs.
do
theories.
best
the
to
creating this office will not make your hair rise, your breath
ordinan
believe in having things Roosevelt and the children are presget it final passage for three weeks catch, your blood chill and would call the fever, we
is from the ouside. ent, he takes a little cold meat, if
danger
All
clean.
yet, therefore it will be the middle foch your deepest commiseration on
regulations arc obe
quarantin
if
and
is
engineer
there is any left over from the night
of July before the
behalf of the victims and rouse your served, I have no fear.' "
approve
oners
commissi
before, and piece of fruit.
The
social
chosen.
just indignation against the
His dinner consists of three courthe action of .he aldermen in raising custom which produces such misery.'
ENT'S MEALS
PRESID
this
of
salary
monthly
ses, as'a rule, and sonetimes only
to $75 the
"Merciful gracious! I will stay at
OF SIMPLE ORDER two. All this is official.
official which had been fixed at $6o home this summer," gasped a young
by the conncil.
married woman in a corner of the
Which is the worse, a spoiled child
Washington. June 26. — President
church.
one that is to fresh
Opening Crow Indian Reservai
to
today
who
occasion
women
found
to
Roosevelt
,
tsicie
Dr. Peters
tion—Tickets will be sold to Sv-tri- play cards. "The cardplaying habit
dan Wyo., BilIite - and Mile e City, has become ;I Jebatich, and especially
Mont. Dates nt sale June to to 26, among women," he declared, "The
1936, :nelesieo final limit July loth, everlasting contest for prizes has
11006. Round trip rate ragpo.
made feverish gamblers of thousands
of Americans and the craze is rapidly
A'r. Carnegie, at Graveseed, wirc
growing. Social gambling is gambhe was the first distinguished strang!dig no less in the parlor than in :11,er to receive the freedom of the
faro hank. What you put in your
borough, said that he only underpocket is • taken directly out of the
stood one machinc—the human one—
pocket of some one else. You have
and he always patted it on the back.
simply committed a felony upon the
common purse of society. Gambling
its the theft -with the stripes off."
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The Delineator Three Months for
Twenty-five Cents.

Dr. Madison C. Peters Declares That
They are Hotbeds of Sin.

111111'
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10 cents.

•

Cr. 4

Underwood Typewriter Co.,

GOOD MORNING
Did you swallow your slier: of dust last night'

I have a full line

all

Garden Hose, Nozzles,Sprinkling Sled.
etc., various grades and various p rice..
Help your neighbor keep down t ha dust.

:LI

EdD.Hannan
Both Phones sot.

t3a South P ourth S.., 325 Kentucky Aeenne-

Paducah Transfer Compan
anew Dorat•41.1

General Cartage Business
Superior Facilities for
Handling Freight, Machinery
and Household ',Goods.

ar: icaena tnonro.,,
°
Both

P.O. Fitzpatrick,Supt

Dada

SHUN FAME
AND CASH

Holwell Got
I
Sixteen Years

OLD-TIME METHODS. HIS THEORY TESTED.

l

S. P. FOOL.

L. 0. STEPHENSON.
"When I was a young feller I 'most
"Did you take in the temp'runcti lees
gen'rally wore out my overalls at the wire over to Wanehope Branch?" asked
knees an' my calluses was all on my the storekeeper of Marvin Parsons.
hands," remarked the old man to the "Thu
. tell me it was a powerful fine
(Continued From Icirst Page.)
farm assistaut. "Now, I take notus, lecturan' done a right smart o' good."
when there's any patchin' to be done it's
BOTH 'PHONES
"It didn't do me no good," replied
acia-aos S. THIRD ST.
YALE GRADUATES TOLD HOW pounced if these -three did not appear on the seat of a man's britches
an' the Marvin. "I've b'en too busy huskin' NO. Imo
for Ai: trial that Ise would assess a rest of the wear an'
tear seems to come out my corn to take in temp'runee lee
REALLY TO SUCCEED.
line of about $to, as he was bound on his head. It's all labor-aavin' Wye's:area."
to sec that the management of the tions-contrapshuns to save a feller
"I was there," volunteered Washingtalk did not violate the law which I trouble. Spose it's all rlient, but it ain't ton Hancock
, pausing in the scraping
President Hadley
Boldly Attacks he intended enforcing. He -expressed, the way I was rale el.
Look at you, of a carrot which he had taken from a
himself as being determined that they
Ideals of Today in the Baccaconvenient basket. "It was a powerful
"What's the trouble with me, Unele tine lecture, as Rufe
shall not run the place wide open.
says, but it wad
laureate Address.
The penalty for violation of the Dave?" as,ked Oho assistant.
discouragin' to a man 'thout helpha'
"Well, you may be all right; I don't him any. Reason
Sabbath in this respect is a fine of
don't feaze a feller
say you ain't," said the old man. "On'y if liquor gets bolt
from $2 to $25.
on him. If it did
when
you
came
to my son's huntin' a the rums.,:liers would have
New Haven, Conn., June a6.--In
had to closri
job what did you do? You got out that up long ago.
yesterday
-Woolsey hall
morning
Surrendered Himself.
You've got to reform a
there
diplomy
you
got
from
the
state
feller in one of two ways-religion or
-Tresident Arthur T.
Hadley
of
The young fellow Nsh, who killed agricultural college an' commenced main stren'th
an' awk'ardness. Thai
;Yale delivered the baccalaureate adSam Chambliss at Dawson Springs gassin' about centrifugal separators an" was Dominic, Walker's
deems rn the graduating classes of
theory an' be
electric
stimpla
Uon
of
plant
ham week, has surrendered to 'the
life an' nu• had a right smart o' success. 'Member
-Va-le. Illtec chose RS his text Acts. )(sit
tritive
ratios an' perm sn gan ate o' potash ,he dominie
s:H.3 ssd 1.ns.n tsloot 'o
1111111•111111111
? Ile was the ullarndes:
at, "Believed on the Lord Jesus
SUtli like. An' John, 'slid o' sizin' two-fisted,
sonville and placed in the county
rawbone
WE
d
six-f
ARE
oot-two
isto.s
al
ossssava.....1 s s,..
Christ 'and thou shalt be saved, and
you up to see whether you was stout grit an'
IN WALLPA•
ginger an' hoes sense I ever PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN
thy house." President Hadley devoted jail. His father and Chambliss got enough to do a good man's work an' nud0 FYERED.
seen wlapind up in black broadcloth.
into a fight at Dawson over an ice
IT
WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGA
himself to the recent revelations reist' out whether you knew enough to
INS WE HAVE TO
"Well, old events' he was down to OFFER
bill, when Young Nash rushed tip and feed a
YOU.
cow 'thout founderin' it an' keep Tarkio
garding the carters of prominent
tradln' an' he seen Mose Brunshot Chambliss to death with his re- sober when you went
after the mail, asks smit reposin' in
men.
the alley back o' Gripvolver.
you if you can run a gasoline engine an'
The great hall was crowded with
:13121=====::::
pen's &loon, with the rain drippin'
_ •
what experience you've had with soil
members of the graduating classes in
down on him from the eaves of the
For the next few days WallpaRend Boys to School.
-caps and gowns and with fathers and
• analysis. Gosh! Then you got the job. woodshed. Mose was jest about the
per that is usually sold elsewhere
There ain't no farm hands any more.
Lightfoo
yesterda
Judge
t
y
ancrnaries
mothers and sweethearts and old
t mis'able low-down no-acThere's engineers an' biologists an'
at so cents per roll, we will se/1 for
count drunken loafer that ever stepped.
"grads" who are here for commence- nounced that tomorrow night he chemists an' electrici
15c per roll.
ans,
but
there
ain't
"Well,
would
send
the
colored,
Smith,
Maple
dominie stood there in
and no farmers."
ment.
..Paper usually sold at ico WC will
the rain lookin' at him a while an'
Frank Waggoner, white, to the LexAmerica as Cluistian Nation.
"It's different, that's all," said the assell for
"We say," said Presickat Hadley, ington, Ky., reform school in charge sistant. "We get the crops just the Only he says: 'There's a mad some
where in that lump. Religion may
....Pap
of
er usually sold at Sc we will
Lieut.
Thomas
Potter,
was
who
same, but we do it easier."
"that America is a Christian nation,
bring it out, an' main stren'tia an' awksell at sc.
"That's the p'int I'm makin'," said
and I verily believe that there is more chosen by the judge to accompany
We carry a large and ctimplete
the old man. "You dolt easier. You set wardness may do it. 'Sn.ilyer similibus
of the spirit of Jesus of Nazareth in the lads to this institution.
Smith is the negro boy who stole en a self-harvester-binder-thresher- kewranter"-that's Greek for one nail
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
She daily life and work of the Ameridrives out another.'
and Window Shades in all colors.
can people than there is in any other Dr. ill. L Bradley's horse from the sacker an' go through a field o' grain
"He had a little spring wagon he'd
'thout
dots'
a lick more'n pushba' a butA large line of roofing and buildof the great nat'ona of the world. I latter's stable on West Broadway
ton or puffin' a lever, an' then you drove to tbwn in an' he backs the waging
papers, canvass and tacks.
believe that whenever it comes to a and was caught near Mlaxon's Mill
on
up in the alley an' heaves Mose in
think you're smart beanies you done it
great crisis-political,' industrial or down in the county by Mr. Lee Wal- easy. Look
an"
drives
off
with
him.
===ttit
When
Mose
tititniStititilitit=atitt=
at you. I c'd wrestle you,
moral-there is enough of the spirit ters.
cellar 'n elbow, or any bolts you like woke up he found himself lyin' on a
Waggoner is the boy who stole a
of Christ in America to save US. But
an' wipe the ground with you. as old as I heap o' straw in the dondnie's barn
pair
of shoes
from
Michelson's am. I could
th
we have good ground for
lick you with one hand Ued an he was some s'prised. After a
tstablishment on South Second street. behind
we are very far short of having
me. I bet I can pitch two loode while he got up an' tried to open the
und for complacent assurance. They could not be received until of hay afore you could one-hut you'd door to peek out. He didn't want to
no more'n peek out because he
We have only to look at the facts in now at the school on account of the rig up a derrick an' a portable autowasn't
dressed for comp'ny. All the
instituti
on
being
crowded
matic
hay
to
its
fork
an'
save time an' do It
the world about us to see how far the
easier. Time! Ain't you got all the time costume he had was a horse blanket
American people are from really be- capacity.
there is? You git out an' saw wood in- that was lyin' on the grain chest.
lieveinei in Jesus as the man they
stead
o' gettin' a steam engine to do it, Well, the door was locked. He began
Petitions In Bankruptcy.
wish to be like and in the things for
pee-eme+
Thomas H. alcReyrsolds of Dycus- an' your back'll be the better for it. to holler, but nobody come. Then he
gishmieneilea8
which Jesus stands as their ideals of
burg. Ky has filed a petition in Pump water for the Mock an' let the pounded on the door with the handle
success.
of
a
hay
fork
an'
suddenly
wind
do the work the Lord intended an'
the door
bankruptcy here with Clerk John R.
opened an' the dominie walked in.
Peril in False Ideals.
Puryear of the branch federal court. you'll raise some muscle on your aria.
"He didn't take no notice o' Mose"There is danger, and very grave
Pitch your own hay an' git a chest on
He gave liabilities of $t,800, and
you; holler acrost a ten-acre field an'im- lust barred the door inside and begun
-danger, that without knowing it you
assets of $2,o.
prove your lungs, instid o' settin'(lows to shake down hay for his o,l' hoes.
will troll yourselves among the folWallace M. Wimberly of Mayfield to a telephon
"'Where's my clo'es, an' what tile
e."
lowers and worshipers of Pontius
fled a petition also, giving $cos
"You aren't against the use of ma- mean by loafs' me up In your conPilate. The air is full of influences
liabilities, ed no assets.
chinery, are you, Uncle Dave?" asked named ol' barn?' says Mose.
which lead you in that direction withthe assistant.
"Domini(' Walker never said a word
out your knowledge. In these . laist
Sued By Mill People.
-No, I ain't seri) machinery. That's an' Mose started for the door. lie
months the community has been
In the circuit
court
yesterday all right up to a certain p'int, but the hadn't no more'n began to unbar 11
shocked by the revelations of im- Langsta
ff-Orm filed a suit against pint is that you're main' ft into the when the dominie caught him by the
moral methods in the conduct of busi- Fletcher
and Foreman for $212.33 ground. Look at the advertisements in neck an' threw him down on the straw
ness and politics on the part of men claimed
due for material furn;shed the "Peri- All of 'em to save trouble Ile started up fightin' mad an' the
who had enjoyed the respect of the defendants by plaintiff.
Why waste time stroppin'•razor? Why dominie jest knoeked him down again
community.
trouble to cook' Use the self-actin' this Didn't say nothin' only jest landed him
We have asked ouran' the already-prepared that' an' the on the jaw an' down he went.
selves over and over again how it
4111,414E
Then
Notary Public.
estermatio t'other. Doa't fool awe, Mose begun to cry an' beg to be lel
was possible that such men, honorNellie Gockel yesterday filed her time
chawla' your vitUes; eat the pro- out. The dominie didn't say flotilla.able, high-minded and self-respecting commission as notary public
with digested health food
that will save yous just finished feedin' his hoes an' went
to all outward appearance, shout the county clerk, and qualified
to stummick trouble. Don't
use the legs Cut. After a while Mose got crazy
have accepted wrong customs without discharge the duties of the office.
that you've been walkin' with; ride, ate thirsty, an' yelled for water
an' poundprotest. But if any of us will look
save the wear an' tear on 'em, or stay ed the door. Bark comes
the derninie
at his own present and prospective
Property Sold.
St home an' press a button or writes with a jug an' a bowl of
oatmeal- an'
temptations the answer is not far to
Property in Whittemore's West End postcard an' have what you •
puts 'em down on the grain chest an'
want
seek. The moment we choose as our sddition has been sold by E. W. brought to you. We kin
furnish you any. goes out. Mose took a long swig at
example of professional success the Rogers for $t and other considera- thin' you've a mind to mention
quicker the jug an' then stopped an' tasted.
man who has made a fortune or se- tions. The deed was lodged for rec- in' cheaper an' easier than you kin
"'Blame me if it ain't half whisky!'
do
cured an office or achieved a repute- ord yesterday in the county clerk's It yourself by the old-fashioned meth- he says.
ods.. Ain't that it? You bet it is.
\
-.lion in the world we tend to put for- office.
"It must have been clost to noon, as Olio"306 Broadway
Phones:Office 385—ResIdeisce 1696
etnne
"I tell you if this idee of havin' everyand office aid reputation in the
Got.leib Koerner transferred
be felt sorter holler. He took a spoonto thin'
.don
don*
easy an' without trouble ful of the oatmeal,
, foreground and to regard the ques- Feeihronia II. Koerner for $1 land
tasted it, an' then
goes on there won't be no use of hlrin',
tion of how we use the
went to work an' cleaned eut the bowL
fortune or ly.rig in the county.
an' we'll all gtt to be the orneriest,
Hi- 'First time I ever et oatmeal an' whileoffice or reputation as an unimporW. H. Voor bought from J. E. Ilin'eet, shiftless
est set o' people on the ky, he says, smilin'
tant incident. When things once get Williamson for Si,000 property on the face of the
happily; 'I've
&init. That's my judgment struck it rich.'
>Into this shape in our minds every North side of Clay between Eleventh I may be mistaken
an'it may heal' right
"He rolled up in the blanket an' went
position of honor or power becomes snd Twelfth streets.
to take life easy, but that ain't
my no- to sleep again. 'Bout supper time. In
3 position of peril to the soul The
(ion of it. I don't feel natural
with a comes the dominie with a plate te,
lot o' machinery sowin' an' cultivat
greater the crisis we are called upon
filuit For Commission.
he bread an' meat, barred the door, 'tend-.
to face the greater the ruin that folThomas C. Herndon and J. A. an' reapin' an' marketin' an' snortin'
eel to his hose an' went out 'thout Raylows.
Herring yesterday filed. 'tit is the ne' Duffle' SW ezolodio' all over the in' a
word, leavin' the grub behind.
"As w look back on the pages of court of Justioe Charles
Emery Piece. We'meal meet to be too easy. After a while-Mose got up an' sampled
There
Mal
no
satisfact
ion to me to do it an' blame
history the men whose figures rise against Robert Farmer and wife for
if both the bread an' meat
anythire if it's too blame easy. I
like ' wasn't strong o' whisky.
Urge ard. inspiring are not those who $67, claimed due from defendants as
to go up against a hard proposit
ion an' elong
amassed fortunes or wpn battles or commission for plaintiffs, who are
"Well, that's the way It went right
beat it out. I don't want a machine
depconquered empires, but those who, real estate dealers, negotiating a real- stilted to
Never a word was said to him,
do my fightin' for me an' set
amid the ostility of the cities and ty ,deal. The defendants did not take back in an easy
chair an' watch it done an' everything he ate or draak was full
the indifference of the world about the property plaintiffs got for them, I'll use my head with
of whisky. He got mad when the
the next men, but
dominie wouldn't speak to him an'
them, have strongest stood for prin- bat agreed to pay plaintiffs their I want to use my hands, too, an'
the rest
ciple. The battles and the fortunes regular commission, so the
suit o' my body. By jinks, they've even got fought, but all he got by that was •
The whisky flavor tasted good
contraptions for makin'flabin'easy
of a Masrlborough-nay, the very em- charges.
to him for a time, but pretty soon ho
"I don't want to sit on a traction
pire of a Louis-pale before majestic
en•
gine to do my plowin'. I want have got sort o' tired of It. Then he got
OIL
KING'S
constancy of purpose of William of
CASH.
to
plum sick of it an' tinly the smell of
My
two
fists aholt of the plo
-w
Orange. In the great drama of slav---h-in-d-les
turned his stummuek an' he began
It
an'
feel
as
ef
I
was
a-rippin
'Turned
ethe sod tip
Down By Miss Jane Addams
ery and secession we drew our larg
PADUCAH REAL EST 'If,
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te stop satin' altogether. Then the
Myself. I want to straddle the
and Judge Lindsey's Company
clods detninle
est inspiration not from the brilliant
MONTHLY PAYMENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WEVIE
gave him plain food for a
an' cuss at the horses an' dodge
RN
the while
Will Get Along Without It.
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Competition in Lighting.
In discussing nhe evils of monopoly
and the benefits of competition in
'AMES Z. WifjokIILLM, Prenident. lighting plants, the Louisville Post
SOHN WILPIELM, Preeasurer.
here this, to say:
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GREEN AND BROWN WITH ALL OVER EMBROIDERED SILK
The Register office at once. Tele- tric lighting the Louise-01e Company
DOTS.
Wheel RecoverteL
paid to the Citizens Company twice
phone Cumberland 318.
ARE YOU INTERESTED?
They fit right—They feel right.
WE'D BE GLAD TO SHOW YOU.,
the value of its property and privi- . There is a bicycle att police headleges to get it out of the field. That quarters awaiting the owner, it havpurchase tells the value the eatab- ing been found sitting atethe Langlishod company puts on its monop- staff-Orm milling establishment yard
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Oa%
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general council some defense, should ing wheel.
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Saloon Burglarized.
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JEWELER & OPTICIAN
Yesterday morning Before Dayused, but in dealing with some sub- lighting field.
"In the railroad field the same light robbers broke into the Lee
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Prowlers Around.
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that the night before prowlers e..++-1—:-÷++++++++++++++11—:•+•+
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intelligent
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1 corporations," said bei "must obey and power."
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MARY.
irk nekv legislation to eorriplain of. All
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DATION.
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°town 'his respect for taw.
—1Iopkinsville New Era.
New York, June 26.—The Tribune
New York, June 36.—The Times in
as_very time congress parsses a law
Special Officer Sanders Has Melly today says: Advices from -Caracas a special dispatch from Philadelphia
'
re' violate it. You have violated
Mary had a little dog.
Horses Stabled in Order to Get' say that Venezuela will not be repre- today says: Philadelphia is to be the
law Niffir dIses given you. We She named him "Uncle Sam;"
sented at the Pan-American congress scene of the first great prosecutions
Well or Be Better Fed_
gay you theainactstote commerce
It died one day
at Rio. The reason given, semi-of- to be brought by the government
Alated that. Wie gave
tact;
While out at play,
ficially, is that Gen. Cipriani, Castro, .against the Pennsylvania railroad and
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you
Although he has not been getting whose "resignation" from the presi- 'the Standard chi Company. Arrangevio!
1 that.. Then we gave you the
_
out any warrants against different dency has been accepted and who will tnents for the prosectvions will be
Elkins law. asaleyou violated that. Mary had a rubber doll
people charging them with beater return to his offce on Jul> 5. fears completed this week in New York at
give you It new one. If Most sadly overirursed;
Now
cruel to animals, Mr. Thomas San- that the United States seeks to use a conference between Alex. Simpson,
you viol te that we will give you
She sent it down
ders, the special investigating officer 'he congress for the purpose of gain- 'Jr. of that city and Chas. E. Hughes.
another
t will hare iron teeth."
To Packingtown,—
of the humane society, is doing much ing control over the South American
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tion a the advisability of individee!
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animal until the alflictsd one gets of President Castro when the con- accomplished by centering prOsecusubject for a while, anki presently f.1 d;sappointment.
gress convened at Mexico City a few tion on Mr. Cilllati than by scatterWe handie all the finest and daintA good many men would get into
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Mr. Sanders finds the greatest ill years age. It was at the time that ing energy over the prosecutions of est articles with the utmost cars,
"The ownership,* competing cur- heaven if they could use their grave- treatment prevails among the ex- Colombia and Venezuela were in- the presidents of all the railroads
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for
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repreviolate the few. who break every law
The lazy man always has the worst across where they violate
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The charge to be made by the
to
that congrese caacts, arc doing more form of heart disease.
therefore there is no necessity for President
Castro the suggestion that eovernment will be conspiracy.
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The rich man is willing that his warrants. He is being a little
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than all the propaganda thet those money should be called tainted if ent because the
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the plumbing trust and doing hal- ly administer and account for as caught at
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from First, and
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SPEEDILY CURED BY
CUTICURA REMEDIES

The contractors expect to today
Yesterday the citizens and propor tomorrow to commence spreading
Yesterday the doctors found that erty owners of West Jefferson street
"I wish to inform you that your
the concrete and crushed stone on Nelson Ellis, colored, was able to be lodged with Mayor Yeiser
a ptition, wonderful Cuticura has
put a stop to
Kentucky
avenue, hitgiuulag
at moved from the city hospital 'to coun- urging that the street railway comtwelve years of misery I pasaed with
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photographic supplies.
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WATT'S BOULEVARD
ANNOUNCEMENT
I have sold a controling interest in "Watts Boulevard"
hunt asth street to 29th street and facing the park on ayth
street and 28th street, to the Thomas C. Leech Investment Co.
The lot* remaining have been withdrawn from the Market
GEO. C. HUGHES.
and are not for sale.
Paducah, Ky., June teth, r906.

NEW RESIDENCE DISTRICT STARTS AT LOW PRICES
To Home Buyers:
We have bought our choice of the lots and blocks on "Watts Boulevard" and around the park after fully satisfying ourselves that this is the
most liberally arranged addition to Paducah and especially well located for
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